
Letterpress at Leeds Print Workshop 
 
Basic, introductory workshop notes for staff/technicians/volunteers. There is much more to say, but this 
will get you started. Above all - don’t damage the type or press. If you feel resistance or your type is 
punching through the paper, STOP - make adjustments and print safely, for you and the equipment.
[& buy the yellow Cleeton & Pitkin book for full instructions!] 

 

Resources/equipment 
 
The letterpress area at LPW is small and growing but very useable. There are three main types of press:
1/ Adana 8x5 tabletop platen (clamshell).  
2/ Linoscribe-type proofing press.  
3/ Albion iron hand press. 
All manual so good for beginners, but each is best used for different types/sizes of work. 
 
- One main case rack of metal type plus assorted small boxes and type also on galleys. Some is founder’s type 
(pinmark, harder metal, more durable), some is Monotype (no pinmark, softer, more easily damaged).
- 2 complete fonts of new wood type (8 line Zurich and 12 line Slab Serif) plus a few near/(in)complete fonts.  
- Composing sticks and chases plus enough leading, quoins and furniture for several formes to be imposed at 
once.  No dedicated imposing surface, so this can be done either on the glass worktops or on the press bed.
 
 
Maths/measurements 
 
In the UK and US, letterpress measurements correspond (almost exactly, but not quite) to inches. Knowing your 
12x table is very useful/essential! Other parts of the world vary.
72 points = 1 inch 
6 picas = 1 inch (picas are also referred to as line and ems, depending on the context)
 
Metal type is measured in points. Beyond 72 points it’s not cost effective and too heavy to use metal, so type is 
made in wood. Wood type is measured in line - ie, 6 line, 8 line, 12 line, etc. However, there is some metal type 
larger than 72 point and some wood type smaller than 6 line, but neither is generally very useful. 
 
In the UK and US, type height is 0.918”. This measurement is from the foot of the type to the face of the type. 
It’s essential that you know the height of your type is consistent, as different heights will not print together. 
Letterpress is a relief process (as per linocut and wood-cut), so all the relief needs to be at the same height. If 
it’s not, best case scenario is that not all areas will print successfully, while the worst case scenario is damage to 
type or press or both. 
NB: Point size or line size of your type is *not* referred to as the height. It’s exactly that: point size or line size. 

See Cleeton & Pitkin for diagrams of “the anatomy of type”. Each part of a piece of type (aka a sort) has a 
specific name. Face = the area of the type that will print. Foot = the opposite end of the sort, the base. 
 

A basic guide to setting type/composting, locking up/imposing and printing  

1. Setting type aka compositing (done by a compositor) 

All lines of type need to be set to precisely the same length.  So, first, know/approximate the length of your 
longest line.  If you start too short, you’ll need to reset all the previous lines if you reach a line that’s longer.  



Lines are measured in ems aka picas (1/6”). Typecases at LPW are laid out in the California job case style – 
upper case to the right in (broadly) alphabetical order, lower case to the left in a system that makes sense for 
fast setting. Cases in different studios/shops may vary a little, so some of LPW’s cases may vary too.

Set the stick to the correct length: use a brass setting rule or the same piece of furniture for every bit of setting 
in one project/job. (Leads are not always cut accurately.) Then you can be confident of consistency. If not, and if 
you rush, your type will be much harder to lock up later in the process.

Choose a piece of leading that fits the length you’ve set the stick to. Leading goes between every line you set - 
or it will all fall apart later.  Hold the stick in your left hand. (There was no system for accommodating left-
handers in the 15th Century sadly. Apparently, someone now makes left-handed sticks but I haven’t seen one 
yet.)

 
Upside down and left to right  
(This is the best mnemonic I’ve heard used, but not everyone agrees)  
Remember: type reads in reverse so that when printed it is right-reading.  You set type in the stick upside down 
when you’re holding the stick correctly.  Cradle (rather than grip, it’s fatiguing) the stick in your hand and angle it 
so type can’t fall out when placed against the lip. Use your thumb to feel for the nick of each sort as this tells 
you whether it’s the right way round or not. Always set left-justified – you can change justification later at the 
imposing stage. Start each line with a square ‘em’ space - this stops type falling out later on when moving type 
to galley. Fill out the line with spacing material so that it stands up on its own if you try to move it slightly in the 
stick – that way you know it will lock-up securely.  If it’s loose, it won’t. Also, remember to put thin spacing 
material next to the last letter of your line, then follow with larger spacing to the end of the line. Don’t try to fit 
tiny strips of spacing in at the end of the line - they will just break or crease. It’s a little trial and error this part 
of the process. Once a line is set, check the line reads correctly in reverse. If you are setting more than one line, 
insert a lead between each line.  You don’t justify or centre lines at this point – that’s done in imposition.
 

2. Imposition  

Imposition is the process of putting together your forme.  First unlock the knee of the stick and carefully slide 
the type matter out onto a galley.  Use your thumbs and forefingers to pinch the lines together to stop them 
falling apart.  Place furniture loosely around the type matter so it doesn’t fall over.  Then you can move the 
galley to an imposing surface – it must be perfectly flat or you risk an uneven relief surface that won’t print 
properly.  At this point you can alter justification or leading between lines.  Make sure the type doesn’t fall over.

Move the type matter onto the imposing surface (glass top, bed of Albion press, at LPW, which doesn’t have an 
imposing stone) and place a chase over the type, so the type matter is roughly central to the chase. This is 
especially important when using the Adana - it’s a relatively weak press so the area of best impression in the 



middle is more important. Then build the furniture around the type to fill out the negative space within the 
chase.  Use longer pieces at the edges of the chase as this spreads pressure evenly.  Use two quoins, one on 
either axis of the type matter.  (Don’t use one at each side – ie, 4.)  Use reglet (thin pieces of wood) or leading 
to fill out the final loose spaces. Ensure that your furniture covers the full length and width of the type matter 
or it will fall out later. Never set metal against metal. Set quoins one piece of furniture away from the type, not 
near the chase. 
 

Using the quoin key, start to lock the quoins.  A small turn of each quoin at first, planing the type with a flat 
wooden block to ensure it is level.  Then continue to lock both quoins in turn, not too tight, but tight enough 
that the type remains in place.  Don’t tighten one quoin completely first and then try tightening the other one - 
they need to be tightened at the same time, in turn. Put the key under the edge of chase to raise it a little – if 
the type matter stays in place, it is secure.  If any of it moves or falls through, unlock and solve the problem. 
Maybe your lines of type are not all exactly the same length. Repeat process until lock up is secure. (Locking the 
forme up even tighter will not solve the problem - it will just create a new one somewhere else.)
 

3. Proofing and printing  

Different presses at LPW operate differently. 

Adana 8x5 
[See Adana 8x5 manual pdf for full instructions and anatomy - below is only a basic guide.]
 
Ink goes on ink disc. Tiny pea-sized piece first, then roll it out, either using a hand roller or by pushing the handle 
up and down to rotate the disk and spread ink across the rollers. Rollers will ink type automatically once you 
start printing.
 
Before printing for the first time, remove previous packing - this is so that you don’t risk damaging the type by 
using too much impression. Slowly increase it until it’s right. Packing is done by placing thin sheets of paper 
behind the tympan paper. Also, loosen the bottom lay gauge and move it to the bottom of the platen. If you 
proof without doing this (and don’t take notice of where the gauge sits in relation to your type), you risk the 
gauge smashing into the type. 



 
Carry the forme to the press, holding it vertically so if any type moves, it won’t fall onto the floor.  (This is called 
a ‘printer’s pie’.) Forme fits into the bed using the slots in the bed and notches on the chase.
NB: don’t roll out ink while the forme is in the bed - you’ll print repeatedly on tympan and damage type.

Registration is achieved vertically via the bottom lay gauge and horizontally via either a piece of leading taped 
to the tympan or pencil line. Tip: loosen the bottom lay gauge down to the bottom before starting - that way 
you won’t accidentally print with it in place higher up on the tympan and smash type.

Adana set-up: 
 
Impression screws - there are four behind the bed and they should be adjusted to ensure consistent printing. 
Set up a forme with four big pieces of type, one in each corner. Perhaps use small wood type for this to reduce 
the chance of damaging metal type. Print and see if all four pieces print equally. If not (eg, if one letter is faint), 
adjust the appropriate screw to bring it back into alignment. Some back and forth will be necessary before it’s 
accurate. The two central screws hold the bed in place and do not need to be adjusted once the bed is secure.

Tympan - depending on use, replace this often. It’s a piece of smooth card that slots underneath the bottom 
tympan bar, attached with screws at the bottom of the bed., with a fold over the top of the platen held in place 
by the bale. My observation at LPW is that it’s hardly ever changed and this is bad because all the impression 
marks of a previous job will negatively affect your printing. I change mine every new project I print, because I 
want a guarantee of a flat surface without impression marks or old ink. 
 

Albion and ‘Linoscribe-type’  

Roll ink out on a surface with a hand roller and ink type by hand. Ink should make a nice hiss sound when it’s 
rolled out and not be tacky in any way.  Start with less ink – it’s easier to add more than to remove it.
 
You can either set type in a chase and take the complete forme over to the press, or set type directly on the 
bed, held in place (properly) by furniture and quoins or (more improvised) by magnets. The magnets are strong 
so tape a piece of thin card to the bed first to reduce pull. Remember this will effectively increase the height of 
your type however. 

Registration  

Linoscribe has grippers for the head of the paper, but no side gauge.
Albion will need a frisket installing into the tympan (like a pocket that carries the paper) or paper placing 
directly onto the type. For the latter, you can eyeball registration or set up a system of 3-5 registration marks 
on the back of the paper that align with 3-5 registration marks on a strip of card taped to the forme, but this 
must obviously be below type height. (See Laura Boswell’s Youtube channel for a video on this.)
 

Printing 

Linoscribe-type press  
Before printing for the first time, raise the impression cylinder and use minimal packing - this is so that you 
don’t risk damaging the type by using too much impesssion. Slowly increase it until it’s right. 
 
Run the impression cylinder (roller) from left to right over the paper to take a proof.  With it at that end, you 
can either run it straight back over, thereby taking a double impression.  Or, you can remove the paper and 
return the impression roller to the left, remembering to adjust the roller to raise it above the type so you don’t 
print a ghost image onto the impression cylinder - this will get messy quickly if you don’t take care. (Or,  place a 
piece of scrap paper over the type so you don’t get a second print.) 
 



Note that there’s a cold spot (area of the bed that doesn’t print perfectly) so if there’s an area not printing well, 
try moving the forme around. 
 
The image below is of a different press (one with a base), but the basics are the same. (Linoscribe doesn’t have 
forme rollers though.)  

 
Albion press 
Bed is wound into the press using the handle. Go slowly with it and don’t bang the bed into the stops. The bed 
needs to sit directly under the platen. Use two hands to pull the handle towards you - place your feet squarely 
shoulder-width apart. This is so you’re braced and it’s less tiring if you have a large run to work on. If you’re just 
laying paper directly onto the type, then place sheets of newsprint on top to slowly increase impression. 
 
 
Make-ready
What is make-ready? This is the process of slowly adjusting your packing and type until it prints well. Some of 
your type may be damaged, there may be ‘cold spots’ on the bed or platen of the press, you may be using 
textured/fibrous paper - all these (and more) are reasons why it may not be printing as well as you want. Make-
ready is small pieces of paper attached to the tympan to adjust the printed result. It is always time well spent. 
 
 
After printing 

“If you don’t have time to clean up, you don’t have time to print”  

Clean the type and press fully, diss your type so it’s ready to be used again by someone else and wash your 
hands. Leave everything as you would want to find it.  Plus, always wash your hands before eating or drinking - 
type is made of lead. There might be personal circumstances that mean you should be more careful when 
working with lead type too. Do some research and decide what’s safe for you. 



 
Further reading 

General Printing (if you buy only one book, make it this one)
Cleeton, Pitkin, Cornwell 
http://www.amazon.co.uk/General-Printing-Illustrated-Guide-Letterpress/dp/0978588142

http://britishletterpress.co.uk/
Hands-on guides to most aspects of letterpress printing.

http://briarpress.org/ 
Letterpress community and advice resource based in the US.

https://youtu.be/uQDzlSRpXag
Decent Youtube tutorial from MCAD (Minneapolis College of Art & Design).

Inspirations 

A small sample; these are contemporary letterpress practitioners - there are many more people to look at!
 
Alan Kitching - The Typography Workshop, London  
http://www.creativereview.co.uk/cr-blog/2016/april/alan-kitching-a-life-in-letterpress-exhibition/  
 
Nick Loaring - The Print Project, Shipley, West Yorkshire  
http://www.theprintproject.co.uk 
 
Vida Sačić - Chicago  
https://vidasacic.net/Electric-Biology 
 
David Maurissen - Brussels  
http://dimitri-runkkari.tumblr.com 
 
Jen Farrell - Starshaped Press, Chicago  
http://starshaped.com 
 
Dafi Kühne - Glarus, Switzerland  
http://www.babyinktwice.ch 
 
Amos Kennedy - Detroit  
http://www.kennedyprints.com 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